BABYGMT
WHITEPAPER

www.babygmtproject.com

INTRODUCTION
We are the son that everyone would like to have, do you
join this great family or are you going to miss this great
opportunity?
Cryptocurrencies offer many incentives for entrepreneurs
around the world. It has made it easier for entrepreneurs to
reach international markets instead of sticking strictly to
domestic markets. Experts predict that the use of this
technology in other markets can unlock billions of dollars for
those markets. Taking into account all aspects of the
globalization of cryptocurrencies we have created our
BabyGMT Token. With its creation we intend to reach each and
every one of the aspects of our lives.
BabyGMT is a hyperdeflationary token system that rewards its
holders daily with GMT and an agricultural Dapp will be
integrated. (Dapp refers to a decentralized application where
you can transact anonymously and instantly). Our token will
help you earn while you sleep. BabyGMT is developed by a
team of professionals in the world of cryptocurrencies
We have chosen the Binance Smart Chain network, one of
which has the lowest commissions when making movements,
to be the fundamental pillar of the token, making it much
easier for more people to reach it.
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PRESALE

SOFTCAP:
HARDCAP:

0000
0000

MIN CONTRIBUTION:
MAX CONTRIBUTION:

0000
0000

TOKEN FOR PRESALE:
TOKEN FOR LIQUIDITY:

0000
0000

PRESALE RATE:
PRESALE LISTING RATE:

0000
0000

TOTAL SUPPLY:
LIQUIDITY BLOCKED:

0000
0000

COMING
SOON...

PRE-SALE OPEN TO ALL INVESTORS
ON PINKSALE.
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TOKENOMICS

4%

The 4% of the Slippage will go to the
rewards from the holders, who will receive
GMT for only holding BabyGMT.

REWARDS

9%

The 9% will go to marketing the token
Through platforms such as YouTube, Social
Networks, Google ADS... 4% will go
to Farming Dapp.

MARKETING

1%

The 1% will be used to inject liquidity
to the project monthly with the purpose
to do the project every day something a lot
larger.

LIQUIDITY
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ROADMAP
START
List on CMC
List on CG
Reach 5k followers on twitter
Reach 5k Holders
Reach 3k followers on TG
Reack 1k followers on Instagram
Influencers Marketing
Staking Function in our Dapp
Nft MarketPlace in our Dapp

ROCKET OFF
Press Release
NFT Staking function in our Dapp
Reach 10k followers on Twitter
Reach 10k Holders
Reach 6K followers on TG
Reack 3k followers on Instagram
Influencers Marketing

BEYOND
Certik Audit
Financial Partners
Reach 15k followers on Twitter
Reach 45k Holders
Reach 8K followers on TG
Reack 6k followers on Instagram
Influencers Marketing
LaunchPad
Swap

HOLDERS BUY LAMBO
P2E Game
Influencer Marketing
Listing on CEXs
To be Continue...
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UTILITY & DAPP
Within our team we have a phrase that says
that things are not going to come alone, you have to fight
for them and work hard, and that's exactly what
we are doing to make BabyGMT something
large as mentioned above. With this we are going to create an
Dapp in which it will be compatible with all cryptocurrencies but
to benefit its holders, the option will be implemented that when
operating either through the famous GMT or BabyGMT token,
you will not have to assume any commission for operating on any
of our platforms.
The Dapp will have different functions, among them
A Swap with which currencies can be exchanged and will give you
a new opportunity to continue growing within the vast world of
cryptocurrencies.
A Staking in which you will benefit from locking your tokens to
generate passive income without taking risks as it can be in the
case of trading.
An Nft Marketplace where you can create your own Nfts, sell
them and even interact with them either by trading with other
members or simply modifying the
ones you already have.
Remember that the BabyGMT family is here to stay!
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STAKING - FARMING & SWAP
With the AutoStaking that BabyGMT has implemented for just
keeping your tokens in a wallet like Metamask you will receive a
considerable amount of Libero but... Can you imagine having a
platform where you can lock your tokens for a period of time and
receive an even greater reward? Yes, that is what we have
proposed when developing the Dapp.
By using a unique set of smart contracts for Staking Pools,
BabyGMT will be able to move some of the liquidity to the
associated tokens by purchasing them in specific contract
interactions, there by increasing the value of the associated tokens.
Participants in the Pool will receive GMT tokens in exchange for
their contributions to the Pool. Being able to free will and of their
own free will in a simple and fast way, increase positions to
generate more, apply the reinvestment of profits generated,
withdraw profit and/or capital.
BabyGMT Swap will be based on the famous and widely used
Pancakeswap due to its great efficiency and simplicity, for means of
smart contracts created on the Binance networkSmart Chain and
linked between them will achieve a minimum swap time and with
hardly any commission.
All this will be developed with the illusion of getting
one day internationally all the operations and paperwork you have
to do to move money from X to Y will be simply by connecting to an
internet network and by making a simple click, avoiding all the slow
and expensive procedures that we have to do today through a bank
operator. Cryptocurrencies have come to avoid that and together
we are going to achieve it.
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NFT MARKETPLACE
As you know, in its day the Internet was a world revolution and thanks
to it we have developed at a fast pace. unique in which a few people
saw a possibility of profit by investing their time and money in it
and that thanks to that decision today they are some of the most
powerful people in the world, as is the case with Mark Zurckerberg, the
same thing happens in the world of cryptocurrencies, there are times
when it's time to innovate and something stands out, in this
NFT moment is already recognized worldwide for being the new "Art of
the future", it is time to take advantage of it.
Users will be able to buy, lend and sell all types of NFT through our
platform, including obtained through loan-settled collateral. The latter
creates an unusually competitive market for buying NFTs with a
discount to its standard market value. In addition, the market presents
a minting tool that allows users to create their
own NFTs using images, videos and other data.
The world's first decentralized marketplace to facilitate NFT and DeFi
liquidity.
BabyGMT NFT Lending, which is based on BSC, will allow NFT owners
to borrow against their NFTs as collateral at market rates without
selling them. This will be the first time users can generate.
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PARTNERS

PUBLISHED ON:

KYCED ON:
The developer group has verified their
identity on the PinkSale platform so that
they can take action in the event of a scam.
The team is mainly made up of two
individuals.

AUDITED BY:
The BabyGMT contract has undergone a
complete verification by FreshCoin, which
has verified the contract, its operation is
optimal.
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
This website consists of information given for discussion purposes
only and does not represent investment advice of any kind. Further,
it does not constitute an offer to sell shares or securities nor does it
constitute a solicitation to buy such shares or securities. None of the
information found within is intended to influence any investment
decision nor should it be the basis of an investment decision of any
kind. Investment advice for investment in any security, or any tax or
legal advice should only be given by an investment advisory firm,
and BabyGMT is not an investment advisory firm. BabyGMT
encourages readers to seek appropriate and independent
professional advice to inform themselves of the legal requirements
and tax consequences of any investments they make both within
BabyGMT and within the blockchain industry as a whole.
Investments should only be done with the help of an independent
financial advisor within the context of the countries of their
citizenship or residence, and their place of business with respect to
the acquisition, holding, or trade-in BabyGMT or any other tokens.
Please note that this website does not constitute an offer to sell, or
the solicitation of an offer to buy, for any person for whom it may
be unlawful to participate in a token sale. Those for whom it is
unlawful to participate should not participate. Consult with your
own lawyer or accountant to determine whether it is lawful for you
to participate in this token sale. This website should in no way be
construed as being intended to create a contract for investment.
This website may be revised, with the newest edition always
appearing on our website. For each revision cycle, we will provide
notes on what has changed the justification for the change.
Updated versions of the website(as indicated by consecutive edition
numbers) may contain information that may override, clarify or
contradict previous editions, in which case the latest version should
be considered the most accurate and up to date. Because of this,
versions that are found outside of the official BabyGMT website may
contain out-of-date or inaccurate information.
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www.babygmtproject.com

VISIT US
@babygmtproject
@babygmtproject
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